Rockford fosgate powered subwoofers

The new FlexFit basket not only looks the part but it provides extreme flexibility for extreme
installations. Clean, high tech and The new FlexFit basket not only looks the The Power T3S can
rightfully be classified as a superwoofer due to its whopping inches of effective radiating cone
area! That's right We're talkin' Real This subwoofer is not just another made with off-the-shelf
parts, we wanted something better, and we knew our fanatics demand this as well. Since the
original Power T2 subwoofer was designed by one of the leading loudspeaker engineers in the
world, there were some lofty goals that had to be The speaker is designed using a neodymium
motor and glass fiber sandwich cone and rubber surround. Made in Need bass but don't have a
lot of space? How about more power handling than your average shallow subwoofer? Well, the
T1 "Slimline" subwoofers are not your average shallow, in fact, they have been painstakingly
designed to near exact performance characteristics of traditional sized Power T1 subwoofers
you're The new FlexFit About Us. Your Shopping Cart Subtotal. Go to Checkout Continue
Shopping. Filters 0. Selected Filters: Filters:. Filters Clear Filters. Good, Better, Best Power Best. Vented Box Volume Vb 1. Sealed Box Volume Vb 2. Subwoofer Depth Standard Shallow
Superwoofer. Size 12 inch 10 inch 8 inch 19 inch 16 inch 15 inch 13 inch. Clear Filters. View Full
Details. Find Dealer. Power 13" T2 Single 1-Ohm Subwoofer T2S This subwoofer is not just
another made with off-the-shelf parts, we wanted something better, and we knew our fanatics
demand this as well. Power 16" T2 Single 1-Ohm Subwoofer T2S This subwoofer is not just
another made with off-the-shelf parts, we wanted something better, and we knew our fanatics
demand this as well. Power 13" T2 Single 2-Ohm Subwoofer T2S This subwoofer is not just
another made with off-the-shelf parts, we wanted something better, and we knew our fanatics
demand this as well. Power 16" T2 Single 2-Ohm Subwoofer T2S This subwoofer is not just
another made with off-the-shelf parts, we wanted something better, and we knew our fanatics
demand this as well. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers
who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question.
Please enter a question. This model features a 12" high output woofer with a watt internal
amplifier and a high output vented enclosure that can be connected via speaker level inputs to
factory systems, or traditional line level inputs for aftermarket systems. The enclosure features
quick release input and power connectors for easy removal when extra space is required. The
"Closed-loop" design ensures optimum performance between woofer, amplifier and enclosure
and the slot port provides powerful output at lower frequencies for enhanced bass
reproduction. This "all in one" solution is great for systems that need extra Punch on the
low-end of the frequency spectrum. Proprietary Rockford Fosgate high output 12" subwoofer
Specifically designed and optimized to work with the built in amplifier to produce the highest
output possible Frequency Response: 20Hz - Hz. Integrated Amplifier with Watts of RMS power
for high output but minimal impact on the vehicles charging and electrical system Class-D
topology for a high-efficiency, low current design. The amplifier incorporates a variable gain
control to adjust the ouput of the woofer to match your system as well as a crossover and boost
circuit to tailor the sound to your specific taste. For even more control over your bass, we
include a Remote Punch Level Control with the enclosure. Simply plug it into the amplifier panel
and route the cable to your desired mounting position so you can do all your fine tuning from
the drivers seat. Skip to main content. Buy new:. Ships from: Amazon. Sold by: Rockford
Fosgate. Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 2 hrs and 54 mins Details. In Stock.
Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your
security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Rockford Fosgate. Rockford Fosgate PP Include
Add a Protection Plan:. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Power surges
covered from day one. Most claims approved within minutes. Add No Thanks. Add a gift receipt
for easy returns. Save with Used - Like New. FREE delivery: March 3 - 8. Ships from: Drive In Car
Audio. Sold by: Drive In Car Audio. Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Ships from and sold by
Drive In Car Audio. Image Unavailable Image not available for Color:. Visit the Rockford Fosgate
Store. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are
shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Sold by Rockford Fosgate and ships
from Amazon Fulfillment. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Customers who
bought this item also bought. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Rockford
Fosgate RX3 Prime 6. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. From the brand. Our story How we got our start? The founder, Jim
Fosgate, is often referred to as the inventor of the car audio amplifier, marketing the first car
stereo systems, and spearheading the car audio revolution. Rockford Fosgate is still the global
leader in audio innovation, as your passion is our purpose. What makes our product unique?
Whether its automobiles, motorcycles, boats, or off-road vehicles, we like to say if it has wheels

or floats, we make a stereo for it. Sound built for speed. Purpose built for your lifestyle. Why we
love what we do? Truly a line designed by fanatics for fanatics, our family of products are
developed by the same people that use them in their everyday lives. Product Description.
Internal Amplifier Integrated Amplifier with Watts of RMS power for high output but minimal
impact on the vehicles charging and electrical system Class-D topology for a high-efficiency,
low current design. Product information Product Dimensions Would you like to tell us about a
lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all
customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Had
to do some fine tweaking with my wiring to make it work but I think it was just my wiring.
Sounds good in the hatch of my jeep but it isn't enough bass for me. Don't get me wrong it
produces a good amount but it definitely isn't shaking anyone's pictures off the wall. Good
sound quality though. Overall, after 6 months or so, still sounds great. For spending bucks and
not having to worry about matching an amp to a subwoofer, the space saved, and sound quality
I am not mad. I am upgrading to a bigger system again for that crazy bass but for someone
wanting some depth, I would recommend. EDIT: After almost a year it still sounds good. Haven't
had any issues yet. I put the RF P in my Lexus es, it's just what the stock system needed. I
opted for the over the I'd rather have more than what I need and turn it back rather than not
enough. I listen to all kinds of music and the one thing I can't stand is lack of bottom end. I
listen to heavy metal, rock, rap, 50's and classical. This sub fills in the emptiness and feel the
stock system doesn't provide. I tapped off the rear sub. Figured if I have to take it out I'd still
have a sub, stock sub is barely a sub, but a sub. I considered taking out the stock sub so the
bass would come through a little more, but then again that's another reason I went with the I'm
not a kid trying to rattle windows and impress people, but a kid probably could with this sub. I'm
more into pairing and tuning a system right for the best sound, not to impress people by turning
heads from bass blaring from my car. I hope this helps. BTW it tucks away nicely and doesn't
take up much trunk space. One person found this helpful. I have this installed in a Scion xB and
I'm thrilled with it!! This combination sounds amazing Now the details: The P 12P looks
amazing. The box is sturdy and heavy. I don't have it strapped down and it doesn't slide around.
The texture on the outside is attractive and practical. It plays very loud and clean, with kick bass
being very "punchy. I have big, high power systems in some of my other rides, but this may be
one of my favorite sub boxes ever. It doesn't play super low, but it has it's sweet spots, like any
other ported box does. For the size of this box, ease of installation, along with Rockford
amplification, you absolutely cannot go wrong for the price!! Play and loud all day long and
enjoy, you won't want to leave your ride!! By Amazon Customer on November 28, Images in this
review. I had the 10 inch sealed version of this powered sub, and while it hit bass well enough,
this thing takes it to another level: it definitely hits harder and you can definitely feel it more
through your seat. It tends to hit more cleanly with more punchy bass like rock songs or pop
songs. With hip-hop or songs that tend to have more rumbly bass, it hits very hard but may get
a little muddied. This can be mitigated by adjusting crossover and adjusting the bass boost to
make it sound good for these types of songs, and you can simply fool around with gain
afterward. If your head unit has bass or equalizer adjustments, you can also turn play with those
settings since OEM units can sometime over boost or under boost signal. I installed this myself
in my Camry XSE. Hardest part of the install was finding a ground to use. I ended up using one
of the bolts that held the back seat to the actual car. I also love the quick disconnects for if I
need to take the enclosure out for more trunk space. With the bass knob turned halfway up, it
vibrates the entire car and from the outside you can hear the trunk rattling. After a month it quit
working. It sounds blown or distorted at any level. I was quite impressed with the sound quality
of this speaker. Easy to install. Bass has punch and boom for such a small box. You could
probably spend less for a separate box and amp set up but this is an easy, quick to remove,
install as needed, all in one system, out of the box set up, in one install. See all reviews. What
other items do customers buy after viewing this item? There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping.
Surround Sound Channel Configuration. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home

Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. The new FlexFit basket
not only looks the part but it provides extreme flexibility for extreme installations. Clean, high
tech and The new FlexFit basket not only looks the The Power T3S can rightfully be classified
as a superwoofer due to its whopping inches of effective radiating cone area! That's right We're
talkin' Real This subwoofer is not just another made with off-the-shelf parts, we wanted
something better, and we knew our fanatics demand this as well. Since the original Power T2
subwoofer was designed by one of the leading loudspeaker engineers in the world, there were
some lofty goals that had to be The speaker is designed using a neodymium motor and glass
fiber sandwich cone and rubber surround. Made in Need bass but don't have a lot of space?
How about more power handling than your average shallow subwoofer? Well, the T1 "Slimline"
subwoofers are not your average shallow, in fact, they have been painstakingly designed to
near exact performance characteristics of traditional sized Power T1 subwoofers you're The P3
subwoofers now feature anodized aluminum cones and dustcaps along with unique spider
venting to keep the motor cooler than previous versions. The P2 subwoofers perform best in
standard sealed The P3 12 inch subwoofers now feature anodized aluminum cones and
dustcaps along with unique spider venting to keep the motor cooler than previous versions.
These feature VAST technology to increase surface cone area up The P2 Punch Rockford
Fosgate P1 15" are the first in a family of world famous subwoofers called "The Punch". During
their inception in the 's, they quickly became "The Woofer of Choice" for fanatic car audio
systems, with a continued tradition today. Kevlar fiber reinforced paper cones deliver bass
impact you Rockford Fosgate P1 12" are the first in a family of world famous subwoofers called
"The Punch". Rockford Fosgate P1 10" are the first in a family of world famous subwoofers
called "The Punch". When you have no space for bass, our R2 12" shallow subwoofer can help
satisfy your need for low frequency music. These drivers can fit in tight spaces due to an
elevated motor structure that reduces speaker depth. Mica injected polypropylene cones make
sure bass notes are clean and accurate When you have no space for bass, our R2 10" shallow
subwoofer can help satisfy your need for low frequency music. Car Audio Fanatics who want
Rockford Fosgate quality can rely on the Prime Series 10" subwoofers to get the job done, and
the Dual Voice Coil provides awesome installation flexibility. These drivers can pump out the
bass due to their mica injected polypropylene cone, and their stamp-cast baskets with spider
The Rockford Fosgate P3S 10" shallow mount subwoofer delivers Punch, even in depth limited
situations. Rockford Fosgate understands all vehicles are not the same, because some cannot
accommodate deep subwoofers. In the past, that meant no Bass. Not anymore! The Rockford
Fosgate P3S 8" shallow mount subwoofer delivers Punch, even in depth limited situations. The
Rockford Fosgate P3S 12" shallow mount subwoofer delivers Punch, even in depth limited
situations. The new FlexFit Car Audio Fanatics who want Rockford Fosgate quality can rely on
the Prime Series 12" subwoofers to get the job done, and the Dual Voice Coil provides awesome
installation flexibility. Home Car Audio Car Subwoofers. About Us. Your Shopping Cart Subtotal.
Go to Checkout Continue Shopping. Filters 0. Selected Filters: Filters:. Filters Clear Filters.
Vented Box Volume Vb 1. Sealed Box Volume Vb 0. Subwoofer Depth Standard Shallow
Superwoofer. Size 10 inch 12 inch 15 inch 8 inch 19 inch 16 inch 13 inch. Clear Filters. View Full
Details. Find Dealer. Power 13" T2 Single 1-Ohm Subwoofer T2S This subwoofer is not just
another made with off-the-shelf parts, we wanted something better, and we knew our fanatics
demand this as well. Power 16" T2 Single 1-Ohm Subwoofer T2S This subwoofer is not just
another made with off-the-shelf parts, we wanted something better, and we knew our fanatics
demand this as well. The P2 10 inch subwoofers perform Power 13" T2 Single 2-Ohm Subwoofer
T2S This subwoofer is not just another made with off-the-shelf parts, we wanted something
better, and we knew our fanatics demand this as well. Power 16" T2 Single 2-Ohm Subwoofer
T2S This subwoofer is not just another made with off-the-shelf parts, we wanted something
better, and we knew our fanatics demand this as well. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. If you need to quickly add bass to a
system or want to alleviate the hassle of separate amplifiers and subwoofers, then the P is the
right one for the job! The P features a Punch 12 inch subwoofer in a custom sealed enclosure
and is powered by a mighty Watt amplifier. The system is all-inclusive, so you only need to run
power, ground and a signal from the source to get this baby moving. Features a durable exterior
that resists scrapes and bumps while in the trunk or cargo area. Since day one, we have
spearheaded the car audio revolution. Nothing has changed. Rockford Fosgate is still the global
leader in audio innovation and your passion is our purpose. We engineer the best audio
systems for your lifestyle!. Skip to main content. Buy new:. Ships from: Drive In Car Audio. Sold
by: Drive In Car Audio. Fastest delivery: Tuesday, March 2 Order within 7 hrs and 9 mins Details.

Only 3 left in stock - order soon. Qty: 1 2 3 Qty: 1. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Drive In Car
Audio. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's
warranty. Power surges covered from day one. Most claims approved within minutes. Add No
Thanks. Save with Used - Like New. FREE delivery: March 3 - 8. Ships from and sold by Drive In
Car Audio. Visit the Rockford Fosgate Store. Size: 12 Inches. Product Packaging: Standard
Packaging. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items
are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Sold by Speece, Inc. Ships from
and sold by Amazon. More items to explore. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. Customers who bought this item also bought. Register a free business account.
Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again
later. From the brand. Our story How we got our start? The founder, Jim Fosgate, is often
referred to as the inventor of the car audio amplifier, marketing the first car stereo systems, and
spearheading the car audio revolution. Rockford Fosgate is still the global leader in audio
innovation, as your passion is our purpose. What makes our product unique? Whether its
automobiles, motorcycles, boats, or off-road vehicles, we like to say if it has wheels or floats,
we make a stereo for it. Sound built for speed. Purpose built for your lifestyle. Why we love what
we do? Truly a line designed by fanatics for fanatics, our family of products are developed by
the same people that use them in their everyday lives. From the manufacturer. Compare with
similar items. Item Weight 16 pounds Product Dimensions 11 x Would you like to tell us about a
lower price? Warranty [PDF ]. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer
images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Bear in
mind, I work with audio and live sound for a living, so I thought this would be cake. But car
audio installation is a different beast. So here's my 2 cents that might save another customer
hours of aggravation if they plan to install this themselves. Running 8 gauge power to your
battery with no additional fuse to separate it from the source can be dangerous and the fuses in
the sub aren't going to cover this. But there's a bridge within the amp itself and you will need to
cut this cables RCA ends off and splice the R positive and L positive, R negative and L negative
into your cars speaker harness using a T-TAP and quick connect that you can get from any
advance auto parts. This was my mistake but I misread the instructions and wasted SO much
time attempting to run a remote wire to my head unit and fuse box that I didn't even need,
because at the high level input it has an intelligent turn on that senses audio and turns the sub
on by itself. Break the sub in slowly, do not turn up the setting for a few days and let that
speaker move air without going crazy. Once it's broken in, enjoy the little powerhouse that this
lightweight little sub is. In my Civic Si it rattles my windows and fills the car with the most
crystal clear, tight heavy bass without being overwhelming. It's perfect!! If you're on the fence
between the 10" and the 12" get the 10". I like clean bass, this delivers. I am running mine off of
high level inputs in a civic SI. If you want to rattle your doors off then you might be
disappointed. If you're in the over 30, 3 kids and a wife crowd then this is the sub for you. It was
amazing. Here I am in my 40s, missing that kick in my commute. Thus, I ordered the P for
Father's Day. The next day I installed it in my mid-life commuter car--a Toyota Prius. Yeah, that's
right--a Prius. It saved me 5k in gas last year I'm over it. Anyway, the P exceeded my
expectations, especially in a small car like this. Definitely the booming-est Prius in the gated
neighborhood. My wife suggested this purchase is the sign of a possible mid-life crisis. I told
her it's cheaper than a Corvette or a boat. She agreed. So if you see a cool Prius bumpin' Bone
Thugs n' Harmony, driven by a responsible and practical man I followed the advice from
previous reviews and ran a remote wire with the coax and everything worked great. I'm pretty
sure this thing cracked my windshield due to the harmonic vibration of the rear-view, and I'm
totally okay with that. I purchased this for my wife as a Christmas gift, who wanted a bit of bass
in her mustang. After all of my searching for a powered sub enclosure I came across this my
absolute favorite name brand "PUNCH" and purchased. Never again will I purchase Rockford
Fosgate equipment. I can only hope that I can recoup some of my money spent to put towards
something that sounds better than this. I am more than disappointed in this little set up and
believe that I should have done some research on it before purchasing. I cannot express how
unhappy that I and and embarrassed that even my wife cannot believe that I purchased
something that sounds so bad. You get what you pay for. So I've always been one to try and get
the "biggest and best" of anything, especially when it comes to sound. I'm a music maniac who
always loves it too loud. I've been so impressed with how good and strong these things sound

for what they are, that I have actually been convinced I really don't need anything bigger or
louder or stronger ever again! I recommend to ALL! I read a lot of reviews and decided to go for
it. It sounds great and connected easily. Get the install gear cable 8 gauge its good flexable and
true 8 gauge. I bought the install gear wire and separate fuse, and 4 gold plated fuses. Hooked it
up using my rear speaker high level inputs and it works awesome on "DC offset" for the power
on feature. Two weeks into it the sub stopped working or so I thought. Got out the volt meter
and found that the fuse that came with the fuse holder was faulty not blown so I replaced it and
its back in action. I like that I can use it with my stock stereo, I like that it has a auto on feature, I
like that its not drawing much current watts. Over all if you want a little bump in the trunk and
don't want to spend too much go for it. I love it. Happy camper! See all reviews. Top reviews
from other countries. Translate all reviews to English. Muy cara la importacion y la conversion
de dolares,el empaque de fabrica, por el precio del envio podrian agregar uno adicional ya que
llego con un ligero golpe El producto excelente. El sonido de baja frecuencia supero mis
expectativas aunque no hara retumbar los cristales. Recomiendo usar low input ya que eso
permite ajuste de corte. El control remoto de volumen excelente. Translate review to English. I
got the 12'' model and I would say it's plenty for the Bose system in my Mercedes W E55 and
since it's mounted on the floor in the passenger rear foot-well as I have no back seat I probably
could have went with the 10'' and it would have been enough. Quality is good and instructions
clear. Very easy to install and feature rich unit, I would recommend for a compact sealed
powered sub of good above average quality. The finish of the vinyl wrap is much nicer than a
cheap carpet IMO. Report abuse. Definititivamente recomiendo este subwoofer, la calidad de su
sonido es excelente supero por mucho mis expectativas, si estas dudando en comprarlo o no,
no lo pienses. Despues de probar con otros 2 subwoofers planos debajo del asiento aunque
este es un poco mas grande , no hay comparacion en cuanto a profundidad, nitidez y calidad
del sonido. One person found this helpful. For the price, you get a sub, box, amp and a very
convenient quick connection. There is enough control over the XO and it blends in with my
system. And, for the price, you get a remote gain control so you can adjust from your dash.
Quick and easy to install and set-up. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Pages with
related products. See and discover other items: combo subwoofer amplifier , amp sub , subwo
kia spectra 04
2005 toyota sienna fuse diagram
oldsmobile cutlass 2000
ofer accessories , underseat subwoofers , Best Rated in Car Enclosed Subwoofer Systems ,
Best Rated in Car Subwoofers. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more
about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazing Dealzzz. VM
Express. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life.

